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Attorney Vineyard, Marlborough

Keltern, Attorney and Ngakirikiri
are our flagship wines, made only
when exceptionally rare conditions
produce truly outstanding wines.
Showcasing the very best of the regions in which they are grown, these expressions
represent the pinnacle of our vineyard management, winemaking achievements
and a milestone in Villa Maria’s history.

The wines in this collection are concentrated and expressive, signifying the very best
of what New Zealand can produce.

Keltern Hawkes Bay
Chardonnay 2021
96 Points
Cameron Douglas MS
Another excellent example from the Villa Maria portfolio a complex and focussed bouquet.

Attorney Marlborough
Pinot Noir 2019
96 Points
Cameron Douglas MS
This is a particular expression of Pinot Noir, a serious wine,
and one that continues to show the breadth and depth of style
from the Marlborough region.

Ngakirikiri Gimblett Gravels
Cabernet Sauvignon 2019
96 Points
Rebecca Gibb MW
Ngakirikiri has set out to be one of the best Cabernets
in the country, and so far, it is achieving its aim.

Villa Maria Icon

Keltern Chardonnay 2021
The Keltern Vineyard was established in 1999. Sitting east of Maraekakaho and hugging
the western edge of the Bridge Pa Triangle and the Ngaruroro river, this unique site has
over time become synonymous with exceptional Chardonnay, earning it’s place amongst
New Zealand’s finest, with an un-paralleled consistency in blind tasting success across
multiple formats since the initial 2002 vintage.

Winemakers Comment
Displaying a brilliant straw and lime-tinted hue in the glass, the nose offers a fragrant and
complex medley of white nectarine, grapefruit and nougat, complemented by underlying
notes of grilled nuts. The palate is generous and mouthfilling initially then the long line
of concentration and natural acidity leads to a sustained and powerful finish. This wine
will develop further complexity, mineral and toast like characters with careful cellaring.

Soils & Viticulture
Located east of the Maraekakaho region in Hawkes Bay, directly in the path of cool air
currents flowing from a mountain range to the west, the Keltern Vineyard is an inland
site, buffered by the Ngaruroro River. Established on an ancient riverbed planted in
1999, the vineyard has silt loams layered over red metals, including large free-draining
gravel stones. The Keltern vineyard contains vines that range in age up to 21 years.
The parcel used for the 2021 Keltern Chardonnay is a single block of clone 15 vines
that are 10 years old.

Vintage
Warm spring conditions in Hawkes Bay resulted in an early flowering in Chardonnay
which set the tone for the rest of the warm, dry summer as the regular viticulture
milestones of the growing season all ticked by earlier than normal. Seasonal data
indicated a growing season similar to 2020 at 1360 growing degree days, and similar
rainfall with the only difference the warmth of early spring in the 2021 season. Both
vintages are cooler than 2018 and 2019 but still above the long-term average of 1303

growing degree days. The 2021 Chardonnay harvest was off to a record early start with
Keltern vineyard picking starting in earnest on the 22nd of February, our earliest harvest
date yet. Hand-harvesting of pristine fruit enabled a minimal intervention winemaking
approach, allowing Keltern’s unique characteristics to shine.

Winemaking Information
ALCOHOL:

14.5%

WHOLE BUNCH PRESSING:

100%

FERMENTATION:

100% indigenous yeast

BOTTLED:

4th July, 2022

FERMENTATION. VESSEL: 	Fermented in 100% French Oak Barriques
46% New with balance 1 & 2yr old

MATURATION: 	11 months in Barrique followed by 5 months in tank
on lees

MALOLACTIC:

Some partial malolactic fermentation MLF <25%

BATTONAGE:	From post ferment once every 3 weeks for
the full maturation

FILTRATION:

Sterile bell house filtration, one pass only

Technical Data
VINEYARDS:

Keltern Vineyard, Hawkes Bay

CLONAL SELECTION:

100% Clone 15

VINEYARD YIELD:

Range 7.0-7.5T Ha

RESIDUAL SUGAR IN g/L

1.24 g/L

pH:

3.21

TA:

7.74 g/L
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Attorney Pinot Noir 2019
Planted in 2002, Attorney Vineyard is situated in the Southern Valleys subregion of
Marlborough on a north facing block on the dry eastern foothills of the Wairau Valley.
This sub-region receives minimal rainfall in the growing season and its deep clay soils
provide perfect conditions to apply organic farming principles.

Winemakers Comment
Villa Maria began its organic program in 1999 and Attorney Vineyard was converted
and fully BioGro certified as organic in 2012. The Pinot Noir fruit sourced from this
vineyard has thick skins and small berries contributing to the dark colour and bold tannin
structure. This broody, dense Pinot Noir has heady aromas of coffee beans, dried herbs,
and freshly picked juicy black cherries. On the palate, the smooth rounded cocoa tannins
are balanced by the youthful acidity and subtle hints of toasty oak.

Vintage
Colder weather in spring led to a longer than usual flowering season, resulting in
smaller bunches with looser structure. Summer temperatures were unusually mild for
Marlborough, regulated by cooler easterly breezes and light cloud cover. Intermittent
autumn rains slowed ripening which meant our harvest plans had to be flexible whilst we
waited for dry weather periods and flavours to develop.

Winemaking Information
HARVEST: 	100% hand-picked, fruit is then chilled before
gently destemmed

FERMENTATION: 	Open top fermenters, 5-7 days cold soak, indigenous
yeasts, ferments peaking at 34°c with total time on
skins 21-28 days

MATURATION: 	15 months in 35% new French Oak and 65% seasoned
French Oak, followed by 9 months settling in tank

FINING:

Unfined, suitable for plant-based diets

FILTRATION:

Unfiltered

BOTTLING:

15 April 2021

Technical Details
REGION:

100% Marlborough

VINEYARD:

Attorney Vineyard, Biogro Certified

VINEYARD YIELD:

1.75-2.25kg per vine

CLONAL SELECTION:

38% Dijon clone 113 + 62% Abel clone

TOTAL ACIDITY:

5.2gL

pH:

3.7

RESIDUAL SUGAR:

0.5gL
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Ngakirikiri 2019
Ngakirikiri’ in Māori refers to the unique soils that define the Gimblett Gravels growing
appellation, uniquely situated on the former Ngaruroro riverbed which was left exposed
following a historically significant flood event which permanently changed the course
of the river in 1867. The first vines were planted in these arid soils in the 1980’s and this
small area of 800Ha has since become New Zealand’s epicentre for premium full-bodied
red wine production with a reputation for beautifully balanced, thought-provoking
wines. Ngakirikiri is predominantly Cabernet Sauvignon from mature, low-yielding vines
left thriving in this unique Gimblett Gravels terroir, and is only bottled when vintages
produce truly exceptional wine for consideration. This flagship wine represents the
pinnacle of our winemaking achievements and a milestone in Villa Maria’s history.

Winemakers Comment
Upon pouring and aeration, the deep-crimson hued 2019 Ngakirikiri gradually unfolds
its brooding nose to reveal dark and pure cassis, coffee bean and complex wood spice,
with graphite and aromatic clove also emerging from the glass. A concentrated palate
gradually builds across the medium to full bodied frame, with red and black fruit, cocoa
and cedar plumed by tight-knit tannins and supportive oak, enhancing texture and
richness from start to finish. 2019 produced a fine yet highly structured wine likely to take
its good time to mature. The 2019 vintage will benefit and gain additional complexity
from patient cellaring over the next fifteen to twenty five years.

Vintage
Hawkes Bay with its coastal location and proximity to mountains typically experiences
a dry, maritime climate with an influential diurnal temperature range. Gimblett Gravels
is located approx. 15km inland and experiences temperatures typically warmer than its
neighbouring localities, promoting a consistent level of ripeness to be achieved by low
yielding vines planted in free draining soils. 2019 will be fondly remembered as one of
Hawkes Bay’s greatest vintages, featuring one of the warmest growing seasons on record
with >1500 growing degree days (GDD’s) well above the districts long term average and
driven mainly by conditions experienced between January and March, resulting in early

veraison and harvest. Early season rainfall enabled healthy vine canopies to ripen fruit
and dry out the soils deep into the long and exceptionally dry finish to the season. With
the key harvest period through to April experiencing such ideal climatic conditions, fruit
was harvested at optimum ripeness and in beautiful condition.

Winemaking Information
VARIETIES:

95% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Merlot

AVERAGE VINE AGE: 	Predominant planting between 1998-2000
with east west orientation

HARVEST: 	5th - 11th April, 100% destemmed then gently

crushed into insulated and temperature controlled
stainless steel open-top fermenters

CAP MANAGEMENT: 	Pulse air to soften cap followed by hand plunging
2 x daily

MATURATION: 	20 months including 3 x rackings with air in 65%
new French 225L Bordeaux Export Barriques

FILTRATION:

Non-sterile 30u Lenticular filtratio

BOTTLED:

25th February 2021

FRUIT HANDLING: 	100% destemmed then gently crushed into

insulated znd temperature controlled stainless
steel open-top fermenters

Technical Details
pH:

3.73

TA:

6.36 gL

ALCOHOL:

13.5%

